AAPM&R Resident Retreat: Learn and Connect

Support Opportunities
This in-person interactive event will offer 50 PGY2 residents a unique opportunity to explore the breadth of PM&R through hands-on training, interactive case studies, and small group discussions with ~17 national leaders and mentors across the specialty. With an emphasis on experiential learning (not lectures), this course will delve into a variety of topics that most residents get exposed to following their PGY-2 year including:

- Sports Medicine
- Electrodiagnostics
- Interventional Pain and Spine
- Inpatient Consults
- Prosthetics and Orthotics
- Pediatric Rehabilitation
- Cancer Rehabilitation
- Procedures in Ultrasound
- Procedures in Spasticity.

Click here to learn more about the Resident Retreat!
Overall Retreat Sponsor – *Limited Availability*

OVERALL SPONSORSHIP OF THE COURSE GIVES YOU THE FOLLOWING VALUES:

- Ability to speak for 15-minutes at breakfast on second day or lunch on first day (*Exclusive Benefit*)
- Sponsor Lounge/Exhibit Area outside the auditorium at the course
- 2 representatives from supporting organization to attend
- Participation in an AAPM&R-hosted Early Career/Resident-focused webinar held throughout the year (*Exclusive Benefit*)
- 1 15–30-minute roundtable discussion at the popular Career Corner at the 2024 Annual Assembly (*Exclusive Benefit*)
- Branded window clings in high traffic area
- Supporter-provided handout distributed to attendees
- Ample recognition as the Overall Retreat Sponsor (on AAPM&R website, member publications, social media, signage at course, etc.)

Sponsorship fee: $10,000
Exhibit-Only Sponsor

EXHIBIT-ONLY SPONSORSHIP OF THE COURSE GIVES YOU THE FOLLOWING VALUES:

• Sponsor Lounge/Exhibit Area outside the auditorium at the course
• 2 representatives from supporting organization to attend and observe the educational sessions
• Branded window clings in high traffic area
• Supporter-provided handout distributed to attendees
• Ample recognition as Exhibit Sponsor (on AAPM&R website, member publications, social media, signage at course, etc.)

Sponsorship fee: $7,500
Recognition-Only Sponsor

RECOGNITION-ONLY SPONSORSHIP OF THE COURSE GIVES YOU THE FOLLOWING VALUES:

• Branded window clings in high traffic area
• Supporter-provided handout distributed to attendees
• Ample recognition as Exhibit Sponsor (on AAPM&R website, member publications, social media, signage at course, etc.)

Sponsorship fee: $5,000
Casino Night Sponsor – Limited Availability!

We plan to add a little fun to this retreat by hosting a Casino Night* themed dinner for attendees to network and enjoy an evening with colleagues and esteemed faculty. Sponsor this unique experience for residents!

Sponsorship Includes:
- Ample signage and recognition during event
- Branded cocktail napkins
- Branded window clings
- Ability for 2 organization representatives to attend Casino Night dinner
- And more!

Sponsorship fee:
- $7,500 for overall and exhibit sponsors
- $10,000 for recognition-only sponsors

*Note: No actual monetary gambling will take place during this event. All participants will be given generic tokens to use in place of actual currency.
Reception Opportunity

LIMITED AVAILABILITY:

• Ability to host a 1-hour Happy Hour on Saturday prior to AAPM&R hosted dinner (f/b cost not included)

Sponsorship fee:
• $5,000 plus f/b costs for overall and exhibit sponsors
• $7,500 plus f/b for recognition-only sponsors

If you are interested in hosting or co-hosting a late welcome event on Friday night, please let us know. There may be opportunity for a similar sponsorship.
We look forward to growing our relationship!

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE OR ANY OPPORTUNITIES AAPM&R HAS TO OFFER, PLEASE CONTACT:

• Sharon Popielewski, Associate Executive Director, Business and Resource Development
  • spopielewski@aapmr.org
  • (847) 737-6048

• Sara Rossi Statis, Director, Corporate Support
  • srossistatis@aapmr.org
  • (618) 973-6241

• Meghan Strubel, Manager, Corporate Support
  • mstrubel@aapmr.org
  • (847) 737-6116